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	2017/Sep New 300-160 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new 300-160 Questions:

1.|2017 New 300-160 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 403Q&As Download: https://www.braindump2go.com/300-160.html   2.|2017

New 300-160 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNZ21HQjE0YzFwTWs?usp=sharing QUESTION 41What represents a

feature to secure OSPF routing exchanges? A.    OSPF peer authenticationB.    OSPF route authenticationC.    OSPF process

authenticationD.    OSPF database exchange authentication Answer: A QUESTION 42Which business requirement typically drives

the data center design? A.    data center locationB.    support for heterogeneous compute environmentsC.    a collapsed core and

distribution layerD.    choice of a hypervisor Answer: B QUESTION 43Which technology provides the least amount of input to the

data center solution requirements? A.    cloud computeB.    storageC.    desktopD.    network Answer: A QUESTION 44Which

statement about Cisco VM-FEX technology is true? A.    VM-FEX collapses virtual and physical networking infrastructure into a

single infrastructure that is fully aware of the virtual machine locations and networking policies.B.    VM-FEX requires a Cisco VIC

CNA and supports only static vNICs and single-OS deployments.C.    VIC CNAs provide software-based switching of traffic to and

from virtual machine interfaces.D.    VM-FEX eliminates the need for VMware integration and virtual machine management

performed through the VMware vCenter.E.    The Cisco VICs supports up to 1024 dynamic virtual adapters and interfaces. Answer:

A QUESTION 45Which option is an example of the network services that are provided at the aggregation layer of the data center

network? A.    OTVB.    MPLSC.    LISPD.    ACE Answer: D QUESTION 46Which Cisco product is the least likely example of an

access layer switch within the data center network? A.    Cisco Nexus 1000vB.    Cisco Nexus 5500C.    Cisco Nexus 7000D.   

Cisco MDS 9222i Answer: D QUESTION 47Which web browser does Cisco UCS Manager support? A.    Microsoft Internet

Explorer 6.0 or higherB.    SafariC.    Google Chrome 21.xx or higherD.    Safari 5.0E.    Mozilla Firefox 3.x or lower Answer: A

QUESTION 48Which item is a component of Cisco DCNM? A.    Cisco DCNM for SAN and Cisco DCNM for LANB.    Cisco

DCNM for Cisco UCS ManagerC.    Cisco DCNM for B- and C-Series serversD.    Cisco DCNM FabricPath license Answer: A

QUESTION 49What is the primary function of NetFlow? A.    NetFlow requires changes to the packet and provides statistics based

on these packet flows.B.    NetFlow identifies packet flows for both ingress and egress IP packets and provides statistics based on

these packet flows.C.    NetFlow does not use flows to provide statistics for accounting.D.    NetFlow does not use flows to provide

statistics for network monitoring. Answer: B QUESTION 50Which two match fields does Cisco NX-OS use as the defaults when

you create a flow record? (Choose two.) A.    match interface inputB.    match interface outputC.    export destination IP addressD.   

TCP port numberE.    export format Answer: AB   !!!RECOMMEND!!!    1.|2017 New 300-160 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE)

403Q&As Download: https://www.braindump2go.com/300-160.html   2.|2017 New 300-160 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:  YouTube Video: YouTube.com/watch?v=DADPr4lm2as
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